
Poster Print Size:
This poster template is 24” high by 36” 
wide. It can be used to print any poster 
with a 2:3 aspect ratio including 36x54 
and 48x72.

Placeholders:
The various elements included in this 
poster are ones we often see in medical, 
research, and scientific posters. Feel 
free to edit, move,  add, and delete 
items, or change the layout to suit your 
needs. Always check with your 
conference organizer for specific 
requirements.

Image Quality:
You can place digital photos or logo art 
in your poster file by selecting the 
Insert, Picture command, or by using 
standard copy & paste. For best results, 
all graphic elements should be at least 
150-200 pixels per inch in their final 
printed size. For instance, a 1600 x 1200 
pixel photo will usually look fine up to 
8“-10” wide on your printed poster.

To preview the print quality of images, 
select a magnification of 100% when 
previewing your poster. This will give 
you a good idea of what it will look like 
in print. If you are laying out a large 
poster and using half-scale dimensions, 
be sure to preview your graphics at 
200% to see them at their final printed 
size.

Please note that graphics from websites 
(such as the logo on your hospital's or 
university's home page) will only be 
72dpi and not suitable for printing.
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Change Color Theme:
This template is designed to use the 
built-in color themes in the newer 
versions of PowerPoint.

To change the color theme, select the 
Design tab, then select the Colors 
drop-down list.

The default color theme for this 
template is “Office”, so you can always 
return to that after trying some of the 
alternatives.

Printing Your Poster:
Once your poster file is ready, visit 
www.genigraphics.com to order a 
high-quality, affordable poster print. 
Every order receives a free design 
review and we can deliver as fast as 
next business day within the US and 
Canada. 

Genigraphics® has been producing 
output from PowerPoint® longer than 
anyone in the industry; dating back to 
when we helped Microsoft® design the 
PowerPoint® software. 

US and Canada:  1-800-790-4001
Email: info@genigraphics.com
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DART: Deep learning for ART
Maxime Dumonal, Yuze He, Prasad Kawthekar
{mdumonal, yuzehe, pkawthek}@stanford.edu

Art Forgery

● Famous painters fetch $$$ in art world (museums, private collectors).
● This incentivizes forgeries.

○ Ex- Han van Meegeren sold $30 million worth forgeries in 1967.

Forgery Detection

1. Analog techniques- Carbon dating (age), X-ray diffraction (pigment analysis) etc.
2. Digital techniques- 

a. Wavelet decomposition (brush stroke analysis)
b. Deep learning (painter specific image features)

Art Forgery Detection
1. CNN + NN: 

Algorithm:
● Extract features from VGGNet with default weights.
● Train fully connected classifier with extracted features to minimize categorical 

cross-entropy, while propogating gradient descent to last layer of VGGNet 
(fine-tuning).

2. CNN + SVM:
Algorithm:
● Extract features from fine-tuned VGGNet (obtained after running previous 

step).
● Train multi-class SVM on extracted features.

3. Siamese Net:

Intuition:
● Shared architecture to extract features
● Train model to minimize contrastive loss and ‘directly’ predict if two features 

are of same label or not. 

Featurizing Art

Original: 80,000 paintings from Kaggle (originally from wikiart.org) with paintings, 
genres and era labels.

Subset: We select 100 random painters from 1584 total painters in the dataset. This 
correspond to 3529 paintings.

Train-test split: We use a stratified split across the 3529 paintings to obtain a train 
set of 3171 paintings and a test set of 358 paintings.

Dataset

Results

Conclusions

Test 
ROC AUC

Test F1
Test 

Accuracy
Test 

Precision
Test Recall

CNN + NN* 0.547 0.671 0.547 0.526 0.925

CNN + SVM 0.867 0.882 0.867 0.793 0.993

Siamese 
Net

0.800 0.833 0.800 0.714 1

Methods

Convolutional Neural Networks

● Convolutional neural networks can be used for ‘guided’ featurization of images.
● Given (image, label) pairs, it can decompose the image into features such that 

different labels have different features.
● This can be used to find labels of new images (supervised learning).

Painting Classification

● Given a painting and a label (genre, painter, era), identify features that 
distinguish paintings with different labels.

● Previously applied to genre prediction and painter prediction (~100 paintings).
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tSNE on two CNN features for Rambdrandt 
and Picasso

Painting featurization
It appears that CNNs can extract painter-specific features using pixel data of digital copies of paintings.

Computationally expensive
Although it is possible to extract painter specific features, these tasks are computationally expensive in terms of 
processing time, disk usage and memory footprint.

Future Work

1. Improve model performance- hyperparameter search, larger datasets.
2. Featurize visualization- what makes a painter unique?
3. Style generators- what would Rembrandt’s portrait of you look like?

tSNE on 10 random painters

http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/%7Eelgammal/pub/MTA_2014_Saleh.pdf
https://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Simonyan_K/0/1/0/all/0/1
https://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Zisserman_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
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